DATA S H E E T

Use Vector Flow’s HIPAA-Compliant iCleanse Data Intelligence and
Quality Manager to Manage the Workforce Effectively & Quickly
During Emergency Situations!
Organized and accurate identity data is critical for
organizations to support security, operations, reporting,
visualization, and other essential functions. Moreover,
duplicate, and erroneous identities increase security risks by
making it more difficult for security teams to correctly assign
the right access authorities to the right individuals. Correcting
redundant and duplicate data uses up valuable time and if the
data is not corrected, the inaccurate data may lead to faulty
and defective outcomes.
Vector Flow provides organizations with the iCleanse solution
which helps to deduplicate data and identify other incorrect data so that it can be efficiently corrected. Our solution
can be used to identify duplicate identity entries,
take corrective action, and make suggestions for
data points to be used for various records.
Vector Flow’s iCleanse solution employs
sophisticated AI-based algorithms to ensure
that organizations handle duplicated data at any
stage of the identity lifecycle effectively and with
ease. Vector Flow’s solution is a highly secure
solution that can be run either On-Premises, on
your private cloud, or hosted in the Vector Flow
cloud, and all data processing follows HIPAAcompliant standards.

Key Features of iCleanse
Data Manager
Staging Data Cleansing
The Vector Flow iCleanse solution
empowers organizations to identify and
cleanse identity data before loading it into
the Vector Flow solution. The application
can integrate with multiple identity data
sources, collect their data, and perform
de-duplication so that only cleansed
and accurate data is loaded into the
VF Identity Management solution. The
solution can consider a range of criteria configured to match your own business rules to identify all the
duplicate items – reducing the chances of human error.
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Data De-Duplication
The Vector Flow solution supports
regular checks and cleansing of the
data present in the system. When
enabled, users can be confident they
always have the correct set of data
and any duplicates that may have
been introduced in the system are
removed. Vector Flow De-duplication
tools such as Merging, Linking,
and Ignoring ensure that the user
has sufficient options to act on any
duplicate data found.

Enterprise Integration
Vector Flow’s platform comes with out-of-the-box integration agents for a wide range of physical access
control systems (PACS) and can integrate seamlessly with other systems, including vendor/ contractor
systems, making it easily deployable to organizations’ current architecture.

Reports and Dashboards
Vector Flow provides out-of-box reports on the duplicates and cleansed items at each stage. Also, each
linked item can be viewed after linking to view the history about the record.
Contact us to learn more about how Vector Flow’s iCleance to effectively manage emergency and
extraordinary events at your workplace.

About Vector Flow
Vector Flow are people-first innovators in Physical Security
technologies. They help your Physical Security & IT teams
automate the processes leveraging data insights — so you can
keep your employees, contractors, and visitors happy and your
assets secure.
The company’s advanced cloud-enabled and on-premises
platform converts raw security data from multiple sources into
intelligent insights to drive operational performance and business
results. Vector Flow automates several key security processes such
as Physical Identity & Access Management, COVID Return to Work
Portal, Visitor Identity Management, SOC Automation, False Alarm
Detection, and Reduction, etc. Vector Flow solutions leverage data intelligence to
automate business processes, tasks, and workflows to reduce security distractions
and expand continuous intelligence – allowing security personnel to focus on tasks
that matter and make decisions faster.
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